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Overview
County staff will provide an overview of some unique solutions to enhance and better manage
a transportation network to serve the proposed development within the Jackson Corridor.
Items to be discussed include:
• Mitigation Strategy
• The Dynamic Implementation Tool
• Rural Roadways
• Jackson Corridor Transit Network and Service
• Jackson Corridor Trail Network
Recommendations:
1. Receive and file this informational report; and
2. Direct staff to return with a third workshop to focus on infrastructure and services within
the Jackson Highway corridor when more information is available regarding the nontransportation infrastructure needs and the potential financing mechanisms for the
projects.
Measures/Evaluation
Processing of these Master Plans is pursuant to the 2030 General Plan and Master Plan
Guidelines.
Fiscal Impact
The Master Plan process is funded entirely by the applicants as outlined in each project’s
Funding Agreements.
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BACKGROUND
The four master plans are being processed pursuant to the 2030 General Plan and Board-adopted
Master Plan Procedures and Preparation Guidelines (Guidelines). As part of the entitlement
process, each project will have an Environmental Impact Report (EIR) prepared pursuant to the
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). The County requires preparation of a
transportation impact study as one of the supporting technical studies to identify transportationrelated impacts associated with the projects and to determine the appropriate infrastructure
needed for the projects.
DISCUSSION
The Jackson Corridor Joint Traffic Study
Since the four Jackson Corridor development projects are being processed in the same relative
timeframe, County staff and the applicants collaborated on having a single traffic analysis
conducted that would evaluate the transportation related impacts of each individual project as
stand-alone projects as well as the transportation impacts of all four projects combined.
Substantial and on-going coordination with the applicants and adjacent jurisdictions, including
the Cities of Sacramento, Rancho Cordova, Elk Grove, and Folsom in addition to Caltrans and
the Capital Southeast Connector Joint Powers Authority, led to agreement on the area to be
studied for transportation impacts. The resulting study area includes 261 roadway segments and
164 intersections within an area bounded by US 50 on the north, Calvine Road on the south,
Power Inn Road on the west and Grant Line Road on the east. While additional detail will be
available when the environmental documents are completed for the projects, Attachment 1
provides a summary of the roadway segments and intersections that are impacted by the projects.
The Jackson Corridor Mitigation Strategy
Fair Share Funding of Transportation Improvements. The Sacramento County General Plan
policy CI-9 establishes a Level of Service (LOS) to define an acceptable threshold for capacity
and operational impacts for urban roadways LOS E. The County would typically recommend
that a development project be fully responsible for mitigating those roadway and intersection
impacts identified in the project’s CEQA document. The resulting implication is that the
General Plan policy establishes a specific LOS threshold and should a development project’s
vehicle trips exceed that threshold, the project would be responsible for fully funding the
improvements to construct additional roadway capacity to accommodate the project’s travel
demand. This “you break it, you fix it” policy can lead to a disproportionate obligation on
development projects to fund and implement transportation improvements. As an extreme
example, a development project that results in a travel demand that is under the LOS threshold
by a single vehicle trip would not be responsible for an impact and no improvements required,
whereas, a development project that exceeds the LOS threshold by a single vehicle trip would be
responsible for an impact and required to fund and construct roadway capacity improvements
that would result in an acceptable LOS.
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The Department of Transportation is recommending an alternative approach to how the Jackson
Corridor development projects would be responsible for mitigating their transportation impacts.
As mentioned previously, the joint traffic study considered the transportation impacts of all four
individual projects combined and identified each project’s fair share component of the travel
demand on each study roadway segment and intersection. Instead of assigning full responsibility
for improvements to only those projects that happen to exceed the LOS threshold, and no
responsibility to projects that would utilize the existing capacity of a roadway, but not exceed the
LOS threshold, the Department is recommending that each project be financially responsible for
their fair share component of the improvements to the transportation infrastructure necessary to
support the proposed Jackson Corridor development projects. This alternative approach
introduces a sense of equality among the Jackson Corridor projects in funding needed
transportation improvements and neither penalizes nor rewards the first project nor the last
project that may receive approval.
Alternative Mitigations. Another aspect of the Mitigation Strategy is the introduction of
Alternative Mitigations. The General Plan Transportation Plan Diagram provides a backbone
transportation network of roadways and transit to support both the existing and anticipated future
growth in the County. The backbone transportation network is based on generalized land use
assumptions and programmatic transportation analyses and establishes an appropriate
transportation network given the generalized assumptions. When specific development projects
are being considered a much more rigorous, project-specific transportation analysis is conducted.
This analysis may inform the County on modifications to the transportation network to better
accommodate the local and regional travel demand. In the case of the Jackson Corridor
development projects, South Watt Avenue, Bradshaw Road, and Jackson Road are primary
roadways serving the proposed development and carry a considerable amount of travel demand.
The major intersections of these primary roadways tend to be the weakest link in the network and
if subject to high travel demands can become the source of extensive delays and long vehicle
queues that can ripple through the transportation network.
The 2011 General Plan update introduced a new transportation improvement, the high-capacity
intersection that is intended to address major high demand intersections of which a traditional,
at-grade intersection cannot effectively accommodate. A high-capacity intersection would
utilize special treatments to increase the capacity of the intersection in order to reduce congestion
and travel delay. The special treatments would be site specific to address the specific needs at
each location. The existing General Plan designates high-capacity intersections along South
Watt Avenue at the intersections with Folsom Blvd, Kiefer Blvd, and Jackson Road. The traffic
analysis for the Jackson Corridor development projects supports the future need for these highcapacity intersections on South Watt Avenue, and also identifies two new locations, Bradshaw
Road at the intersection with Jackson Road and at an extension of Mayhew Road, that should be
considered for the high-capacity intersection designation. Refer to Attachment 2 for greater
detail on these high-capacity intersections, the projected travel demand at these intersections, and
a summary of the recommended improvements.
It should be noted that these high-capacity improvements would not be required to be
constructed in the near-term as a traditional at-grade intersection will serve the travel demand for
a considerable period of time. However, right-of-way and a funding mechanism should be
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considered to preserve future implementation. It is also important to understand that these highcapacity intersections would not be implemented at the expense of other modes of travel such as
transit, bicycles and pedestrians. Solutions to enhance access and accommodation of other modes
will be considered just as important as providing additional vehicle capacity.
Sequencing the Mitigation Strategy for Multiple Projects. The Jackson Corridor development
projects will not likely be considered for approval at the same time, but rather will be considered
lineally one project at a time. This poses challenges in structuring a mitigation strategy that is
fair to all projects. The mitigation strategy includes a concept that would be dynamic in that
each subsequent project to be approved will be subject to the same mitigation strategy and
responsible for funding improvements on a fair share basis. With each subsequent project
approval, the fair share components for each project will be recalculated as there will be
additional land uses and fee generation to lower the per dwelling unit cost.
The Dynamic Implementation Tool
The County has long strived to ensure that the investments in transportation infrastructure keep
up with the growth in land use development. In past years, the County has instituted
improvement triggers associated with a specific amount of dwelling units. While this has been
effective on smaller scale developments, it does not always dictate the appropriate timing and
location of improvements to be constructed on large Specific Plans. Staff has been working on a
new approach in triggering the necessary improvements that will be much more attuned to the
actual location of the development to assure an efficient use of transportation funds are focused
on the improvements to support the development potential in an area as large area as the Jackson
Corridor.
This new approach has led to what we are currently referring to as the Dynamic Implementation
Tool (Tool). For any amount of development that might be implemented in the Jackson
Corridor, the Tool is capable of estimating the vehicle trips that would be generated, where those
new vehicle trips would go, and if the addition of those new vehicle trips causes any roadway
segments or intersections to operate at an unacceptable LOS. In this way, the Department will be
capable of monitoring and managing the transportation network proactively and will be able to
assign improvements to roadways and intersections in support of where the growth occurs in the
Jackson Corridor.
The Tool is based on and is consistent with the traffic modelling conducted for the joint traffic
study. While the traffic study determines the transportation impacts of full build out of the
proposed land uses, a process that would likely occur over many decades, staff desired to have an
understanding of the impacts incremental development would have on the transportation
network. To provide this level of understanding, the proposed land uses for the Jackson Corridor
development projects were subdivided into a network of smaller districts. Each district’s size
and location is such that the trip generating land uses within each district have the same trip
distribution. In all, there are 64 districts in the Jackson Corridor development projects, each with
varying mixes of residential, employment and commercial land uses. The traffic modelling for
the joint traffic study tracked the trip generation and trip distribution associated with each
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district. With this information, the specific transportation impacts of any amount of interim land
use development can be determined.
Rural Roadways – Functional Improvements
The existing roadway network in the Jackson Corridor and the surrounding area of the eastern
Sacramento County is composed of rural roadways with narrow travel lanes with no roadway
shoulders. These roadways were constructed many years ago and tended to serve as roadway
connections between small rural towns and communities and to serve as farm to market
roadways. While these narrow roadways have adequately served the travel demand of the
historical past, they are not intended to serve the greater travel demands that local higher density
residential and commercial development may impose.
The County expects that the functionality of these rural roadways will change with the proposed
intensified land uses. These adjacent rural roadways will see increases in traffic volumes and the
introduction of various modes of travel, including transit, bicyclists, and pedestrians. With these
changes in the functionality of the roadway comes the possibility of increased interactions
between varying modes of travel as well as the increased interaction between greater volumes of
vehicles on narrow rural roadways.
There are fourteen different rural roadways (thirty four roadway segments) that may be affected
by the Jackson Corridor development projects. Attachment 3 provides a list of the roadway
segments, the existing traffic volume, and future traffic volume with the proposed Jackson
Corridor development projects. Consistent with the County’s General Plan, many of these rural
roadways are anticipated to be future 4-lane or 6-lane roadways. Typically, two-lane roadways
with twelve foot wide travel lanes and six foot wide shoulders will accommodate traffic volumes
of approximately 18,000 daily vehicles before being recommended for widening to four lanes.
In the case of rural, 2-lane roadways with narrow travel lanes and no shoulders, staff
recommends improving these narrow rural roadways to current County improvement standards
with twelve-foot travel lanes and six-foot roadway shoulders when traffic volumes exceed 6,000
daily vehicles. Staff is basing this 6,000 vehicle threshold on research conducted by national
transportation associations and by studies conducted on Sacramento County rural roadways.
Staff acknowledges that improving these rural roadways with wider travel lanes and paved
shoulders may attract additional vehicles from parallel roadways that are not improved and that
overall travel speeds may increase due to a wider pavement surface. While a small increment of
additional traffic and increased travel speed may result from the improvements, staff believes
that the negative attributes of these improvements will be more than offset by the overall positive
benefits towards improved safety due to a greater separation between both opposing vehicle
traffic flow and between bicyclists/pedestrians and vehicle travel lanes. Staff would monitor
these roadways to ensure they are being operated in a safe manner, especially in segments where
existing residential and business properties are fronting.
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The Jackson Corridor Transit Network and Service
The General Plan includes specific policies and provisions to guide new development towards a
“Smart Growth” model of land use that integrates both land uses and transportation infrastructure
to encourage alternative modes of travel. The County has collaborated with the master plan
applicants to include a proposed transit network and service to provide a convenient and useable
transit service which provides an alternative travel mode for travel within the Jackson Corridor
that is also interconnected to the regional transit network.
Sacramento Regional Transit (RT) is the transit service provider for the Jackson Corridor area.
However, transit service in the Jackson Corridor is currently very limited. The nearest operating
bus service is Route 72 (Rosemont to Lincoln Village) with 30 minute headways and the Light
Rail Gold Line operating adjacent to Folsom Blvd.
The RT Transit Action Plan, a long-range transit plan, anticipates three additional high frequency
transit lines near the Jackson Corridor with implementation of Tier one of the Transit Action
Plan; Jackson Road (west of Excelsior Road), South Watt Avenue, Florin Road (west of
Bradshaw Road. While these three transit lines would provide some service to the proposed
growth in the Jackson Corridor, implementation of these transit lines is not certain as they are
contingent on additional sources of revenue to be established. However, even with this
additional transit network, the Jackson Corridor development projects would not meet the
County’s General Plan policies for transit oriented development.
In order to meet the intent of General Plan Policy LU-120, County staff along with
representatives of RT, the Jackson Corridor development project applicants, and DKS Associates
participated in an iterative process to define an appropriate transit network and service frequency
to connect the various land uses proposed in the Jackson Corridor and provide for connections to
the existing Light Rail Transit network. An important component of defining a transit network
for the Jackson Corridor is that the proposed development consists of four separate development
projects. Hence, a separate transit network was developed to support each project as a
standalone transit system, but would also serve as a cohesive and complimentary transit system
that will operate efficiently together should more than one project be approved for development.
A series of transit networks and service frequencies were collaboratively developed and tested
using the Sacramento Area Council of Governments (SACOG) SACSIM model to optimize
transit ridership and the number of passenger boardings. Utilizing RT’s performance criteria for
evaluating the effectiveness of the various transit lines and service frequencies, an optimum
transit network and frequency was developed for the Jackson Corridor.
The resulting transit network consists of four separate transit lines, each operating at 15-minute
headways during typical operating hours (6 AM to 8 PM) during weekdays. The transit analysis
assumed the inclusion of transit queue jumps, transit signal priority and bus only lanes at major
signalized intersections on Bradshaw Road (Kiefer Blvd to Rock Creek Parkway) and on
Jackson Road (Watt Avenue to Excelsior Road) to minimize delays to transit operations on these
heavily used roadway segments. Under the 2035 MTP plus all four projects scenario, the transit
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ridership exceeds 21,000 daily passenger boardings. Refer to Attachment 4 for the transit
network and transit boardings.
Given the Jackson Corridor transit network operating at 15-minute headways, the resulting mode
split for transit work trips is 2.4% in the existing plus all four projects scenario and is 4.1% for
the 2035 MTP plus all four projects scenario.
In order to gain an understanding of the cost to provide such a transit service for the community,
an estimate of the capital, operational, and maintenance costs were developed. Utilizing cost
recommendations provided by RT, it is estimated that for the 2035 MTP plus all four projects
scenario, in today’s dollars, the capital costs are $1,100,000 per year and the maintenance and
operation costs are $8,500,000 per year, for a total yearly cost of $9,600,000. This amount could
be financed through an assessment on each dwelling unit, which at 30,070 proposed residential
dwelling units, equates to $296 per year per household. This cost per dwelling unit could be
significantly reduced by spreading the cost on the employment and commercial properties in
addition to the residential units or by charging riders a fee.
While 15-minute headways is the recognized goal established by RT’s Transit Action Plan for
Hi-Bus/BRT, an evaluation of operating transit in the Jackson Corridor at 30-minute and 60minute headways was also evaluated. Whereas in the 2035 MTP plus all four projects scenario,
the transit ridership at 15-minute headways is 21,400 daily boardings. If the frequency is cut in
half to 30-minute headways, the ridership drops to 14,500 daily boardings, a drop of 6,900 daily
boardings or a 32% reduction in ridership. If the frequency is cut in half again to 60-minute
headways, the ridership drops to 10,500 daily boardings, a drop of 10,900 daily boardings or
51% reduction in ridership when compared to 15-minute headways. While lower frequency
service results in lower ridership, costs to provide the service is roughly cut in half each time the
frequency is cut in half. Whereas the total yearly cost for 15-minute headways is $9,600,000, the
yearly cost for 30-minute headways is $4,800,000, and for 60-minute headways $2,500,000.
The Jackson Corridor Trail Network
A community that includes an extensive network of off-roadway trails for walking and bicycling
not only provides for an environment that supports alternative modes of travel, but will also
provide for much needed health-oriented forms of commuting and recreation. County staff from
the Departments of Transportation, Regional Parks, and Community Development, along with
the Jackson Corridor applicants has collaborated in developing an integrated network of offroadway trails that will connect future residential communities with schools, parks, transit
centers, employment centers, and commercial areas. The trail network (Attachment 6) will also
provide connectivity to the existing and planned regional trail networks, including connectivity
to the American River Parkway.
A hierarchy of three trail cross sections has been developed to provide for the varying needs of
the trail users and to best fit into the land use context. The trail corridors will be located along
the various creeks and water courses or adjacent to but separated from a roadway.
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The Regional Trail is intended to serve as the backbone trail network that provides connectivity
between the Jackson Corridor development projects as well as connectivity to existing and
planned regional trails outside of the Jackson Corridor. The Regional Trail consists of 40-foot
corridor with a 12-foot wide paved surface with 2-foot decomposed shoulders.
The Conventional Trail will serve as a feeder network of trails that provide for greater
connectivity to the Regional Trails and connectivity to primary destinations within each Jackson
Corridor development project. The Conventional Trail consists of a 30-foot wide corridor with a
10-foot wide pave surface with 2-foot decomposed shoulders.
The Local Trail will serve as a finer network of connectivity within the community, linking the
residential communities with the schools, parks, and other public amenities, as well as to the
Regional and Conventional Trails. The Local Trail consists of a 24-foot wide corridor with an 8foot paved surface with a single 2-foot decomposed shoulder.
Attachment 5 shows the proposed trail network within the Jackson Corridor. To preserve the
intent of the trail plan of providing off-roadway trails that connect residential communities with
schools, parks, transit centers, employment centers, and commercial areas, the proposed trail
plan is intended to be a living document that is enhanced and adjusted as more detailed specific
land uses and maps are considered in the future.
An enhanced crossing is identified at locations where trails cross a major roadway or at locations
near schools and parks where inexperienced or younger users may be present in greater numbers.
The enhanced crossings may include grade separation structures, signalized trail crossing, raised
crossing tables, roadway chokers and, special signs, markings, and lighting. Of special note, two
bridge crossings of the Folsom South Canal are proposed to improve the east-west mobility due
to the limited number of roadway crossings of the Folsom South Canal.
It is anticipated that most of the Local Trail network which serves local communities would be
implemented concurrently with the building of those communities. However, staff would
recommend that trails within open space and creek corridors as well as trails that provide
regional connectivity should be included in the finance plan to minimize gaps in trail
connectivity and to provide assurance that the trail can be implemented when needed by the
community.
Next Steps
Staff intends to conduct a third workshop to cover non-transportation infrastructure and public
facilities financing. The date for the third workshop has not been determined at this time; the
workshop will be scheduled when more information is available regarding individual projects’
proposed Urban Services Plans (USPs) and Public Facilities Financing Plans (PFFPs). The third
workshop would be scheduled after a draft USP and PFFP have been submitted and reviewed,
and a DEIR is ready to be released for the first project. The third workshop is not intended to
delay progress on any one of the proposed projects.
MEASURES/EVALUATION
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Processing of these Master Plans is pursuant to the 2030 General Plan and Master Plan
Guidelines.
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FINANCIAL ANALYSIS
The Master Plan process is funded entirely by the applicants as outlined in the projects’
respective Funding Agreements.
Respectfully submitted,

APPROVED:
BRADLEY J. HUDSON
County Executive

__________________________________
LORI A. MOSS, Director
Department of Community Development

BY: ________________________________
ROBERT B. LEONARD
Chief Deputy County Executive
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Summary of High Capacity Intersections
High Capacity Intersections
Three intersections are currently designated as “High Capacity Intersections” on the County’s
General Plan: Watt Avenue & Folsom Boulevard, Watt Avenue & Kiefer Boulevard, and Watt
Avenue & Jackson Road. At two intersections on Bradshaw Road where an LOS impact could
not be mitigated by implementing the County’s standard number of approach lanes, the County
has proposed alternative mitigation measures by designating those two intersections as High
Capacity Intersections: Bradshaw Road & Mayhew Road and Bradshaw Road & Jackson Road.
A high capacity intersection would utilize special treatments to increase the capacity of the
intersection so as to reduce congestion and travel delay. Since each intersection could have
unique travel movements, volumes and existing context sensitive conditions, the special
treatments utilized at each high capacity intersection will be selected to meet the specific needs
of each intersection. The range of special treatments is quite wide, ranging from the restriction of
certain turning movements to various combinations that could include grade separating certain
movements. While the field of traffic engineering is ever expending and evolving resulting in the
use of new technologies and treatments, special treatments such as the following could be
utilized at a high capacity intersection:














Restricting turning movements
Median U-turns
Roundabouts
Split intersections
Quadrant roadway intersections
Bowtie intersections
Directional flyovers
Center turn overpass
Grade separated Roundabout
Diverging diamond grade separation
Compact diamond grade separation
Single point urban grade separation
Traditional urban grade separation

The County has conducted conceptual engineering to define potential improvements at the three
study area intersections on Watt Avenue that are currently designated as “High Capacity
Intersections” on the County's General Plan. These are:


At the Watt Avenue & Folsom Boulevard intersection, the County proposes an ultimate
configuration involving grade separation of the northbound and southbound through
movements of Watt Avenue. Access to and from Folsom Boulevard would be
accomplished via on and off-ramps from the left lanes of Watt Avenue to a single
signalized intersection. A bus rapid transit (BRT) lane along Watt Avenue would also
intersect Folsom Boulevard at the traffic signal. This design is consistent with the
recommendations of the South Watt Area Transportation Study (SWATS) dated

Attachment 3
Summary of High Capacity Intersections
November 1, 2002 and approved by the Board of Supervisors on November 26, 2002,
and with the planning study for the State Route 16 (Jackson Road) Corridor Study (Fehr
& Peers, 2012). It should be noted that the State Route 16 study has only had a staff-level
review done by Caltrans, Sacramento County Department of Transportation, City of
Rancho Cordova, and City of Sacramento. Other equivalent mitigation measures may be
selected to the satisfaction of the Department of Transportation to mitigate the project’s
impact.


At the Watt Avenue & Kiefer Boulevard intersection, the County proposes a tight
diamond interchange as the ultimate improvement. The through movements (and BRT
lane) on Watt Avenue would be grade separated from Kiefer Boulevard. Access to and
from Kiefer Boulevard would be accomplished via on and off-ramps at two signalized
intersections along Kiefer Boulevard. This design is proposed in the planning study
prepared for State Route 16 (Jackson Road) Corridor Study (Fehr & Peers, 2012). It
should be noted that the State Route 16 study has only had a staff-level review done by
Caltrans, Sacramento County Department of Transportation, City of Rancho Cordova,
and City of Sacramento. Other equivalent mitigation measures may be selected to the
satisfaction of the Department of Transportation to mitigate the project’s impact.



At the Watt Avenue & Jackson Road intersection, the County proposes a standard sixby-six signalized intersection (two left-turn lanes, three through lanes, and one right-turn
lane, on each approach) with three modifications. 1) The southbound left-turn movement
would be grade separated; 2) The westbound right-turn movement would be grade
separated; and 3) Three northbound left-turn lanes are proposed. This configuration
represents an enhanced version of Alternative 6 in the planning study prepared for State
Route 16 (Jackson Road) Corridor Study (Fehr and Peers, 2012). It should be noted that
the State Route 16 study has only had a staff-level review done by Caltrans, Sacramento
County Department of Transportation, City of Rancho Cordova, and City of Sacramento.
Other equivalent mitigation measures may be selected to the satisfaction of the
Department of Transportation to mitigate the project’s impact.

At the two new proposed “High Capacity Intersections” along Bradshaw Road, the ultimate
configurations have not been defined. A number of improvement options involving one or more
of the special treatments identified above could be defined that would mitigate the LOS impact at
these locations. Since each of these intersections have unique travel movements, volumes and
existing context sensitive conditions (potential environmental issues, right-of-way, physical
constraints, etc.), the special treatments utilized at each location will need to be studied to select
the treatments that mitigate the LOS impact, while avoiding or minimizing other impacts. At
Bradshaw Road & Mayhew Road, heavy southbound right turns and westbound left turns
suggest that a combination of triple left-turn lanes, dual right-turn lanes and/or overlap phasing
may be effective. A high conflicting northbound and southbound volume suggests that grade
separating one or more movements may also be necessary to fully mitigate the LOS impact. At
Bradshaw Road & Jackson Road, the critical movements are the conflicting through volumes on
all approaches. Grade separating either the Bradshaw Road or Jackson Road through movements
is likely the only option that would mitigate the LOS impact at this location.
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